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Why teach coding?

10 Reasons Kids Should Learn to Code
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S95o5ic
pDu4

Software developers create the 
applications or systems that run on a 
computer or another device.
https://www.bls.gov/ooh/computer-
and-information-
technology/software-developers.htm

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S95o5icpDu4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S95o5icpDu4


Career Connection

• U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

• Please look up 3 three careers with your child.
• Compare salary, education requirements, and working conditions.

• What career appeals to your child? How can you help her/him find 
an internship?

• https://www.bls.gov/k12/

https://www.bls.gov/k12/


Code.org

Hour of Code Activities

https://hourofcode.com/us/learn

Try CODING on your own!

• Use filters for your student's 
grade level.

• Select 3 three games or puzzles 
to solve together.

• Break each problem into 
smaller chunks, look for patterns, 
and think like a computer 
scientist.

• HAVE FUN!

• BE CREATIVE!

10 Minute Timer
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=4ASKMcdCc3g

https://code.org/
https://hourofcode.com/us/learn


Tynker Hour of Code
https://www.tynker.com/hour-of-code/

https://www.tynker.com/hour-of-code/


Geometry
Code with Anna 

and Elsa: An Hour 
of Code Tutorial

• https://code.org/hourofcode/frozen

• https://code.org/curriculum/misc/hocunplugged/Teacher

https://code.org/hourofcode/frozen
https://code.org/curriculum/misc/hocunplugged/Teacher


What is Computational Thinking?

What is Computational Thinking?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sxUJKn6TJOI&feature=emb_logo

• Decomposing

• Pattern Recognition

• Pattern Generalization

• Algorithm Design

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sxUJKn6TJOI&feature=emb_logo


What is Computational Thinking?

Computational thinking is the ability to solve problems by learning to think like a 

computer or a computer scientist. This involves analyzing a complex problem, 

developing possible solutions to the problem, and formatting the solutions so that they 

can be carried out by a computer (or a human). One example of computational thinking 
is baking a cake.

The core components of computational are:

1.Decomposition: Break the problem into smaller chunks. For baking a cake, that might 

involve thinking about the components of a cake (frosting, decorations, and the cake itself).

2.Pattern recognition: Identify similarities or patterns that can help you solve the problem. 

For baking a cake, you might need to think about how many repeating layers the cake will 

have.

3.Abstraction: Remove any unnecessary details that don’t help you solve the problem. For 

baking cake, that might mean the order in which you prepare the ingredients is not important.

4.Formatting a general solution: Once the problem is broken down accordingly, take those 

pieces, solve them individually, and put them together logically. For baking a cake, this can 

mean determining the steps to make the cake batter, frosting, and decorations, and then 

putting the completed components together to make the cake. For example, you wouldn’t 

decorate the cake before you frost it.
5. https://www.callysto.ca/computational-thinking-tests/

https://www.callysto.ca/computational-thinking-tests/
https://www.callysto.ca/computational-thinking-tests/


Video Library

Pair Programming 

https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=vgkahOzFH2Q

Code.org Video Library

https://code.org/educate/resources
/videos

https://code.org/educate/resources/videos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vgkahOzFH2Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=12&v=vgkahOzFH2Q
https://code.org/educate/resources/videos


Learn about women in computer science

• Ada Lovelace Grace Murray 

Hopper

Inspiring Girls to Learn 
Computer Science

https://kids.kiddle.co/Ada_Lovelace
https://kids.kiddle.co/Grace_Hopper
https://code.org/girls
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mFPg96gdPkc&feature=emb_logo


APP LAB

https://studio.code.org/s/applab
-

intro/stage/1/puzzle/1?section_i
d=2229087

https://studio.code.org/s/applab-intro/stage/1/puzzle/1?section_id=2229087
https://studio.code.org/s/applab-intro/stage/1/puzzle/1?section_id=2229087


Grades 6-12

https://studio.code.org/s/applab-
intro/stage/1/puzzle/1?section_id=2229087

https://code.org/student/middle-high

https://studio.code.org/s/applab-intro/stage/1/puzzle/1?section_id=2229087
https://code.org/student/middle-high


Courses from 
3rd parties

https://code.org/student/elemen
tary

https://code.org/student/elementary


Elementary

Why Use Elementari?

Elementari makes writing fun for 
students and integrates coding into core 
subjects. By fostering a love of writing 
and coding, students can 
improve writing (and reading) outcomes 
and prepare for careers in STEM fields.
Elementary

https://www.elementari.io/curriculums
https://www.elementari.io/curriculums


Creative Computing Curriculum Scratch

• The Creative Computing Curriculum is a collection of ideas, 
strategies, and activities for an introductory creative 
computing experience using the Scratch programming 
language. The activities are designed to support familiarity 
and increasing fluency with computational creativity and 
computational thinking. The changes made to this most recent 
edition of the curriculum include images of blocks and 
projects, and minor content revisions to reflect the new 
Scratch 3.0 website. This edition of the curriculum is now 
available in Google Slides as individual units, activities, or the 
full curriculum.

• https://creativecomputing.gse.harvard.edu/guide/curriculum.
html

• BOOM, SNAP, CLAP (example)

• http://scratched.gse.harvard.edu/sites/default/files/scratch_-
_boom_snap_clap_0.pdf

https://scratch.mit.edu/
https://creativecomputing.gse.harvard.edu/guide/curriculum.html
http://scratched.gse.harvard.edu/sites/default/files/scratch_-_boom_snap_clap_0.pdf




https://scratch.mit.edu/educators

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/editor/?tutorial=getStarted

What is Scratch?

With Scratch, you 

can program your 

own interactive 

stories, games, and 

animations — and 

share your creations 

with others in the 

online community.
https://resources.scratc
h.mit.edu/www/cards/e
n/scratch-cards-all.pdf

https://csfirst.withgoogle.c
om/en/home?gclid=EAIaIQ
obChMI25TPu9Ow5QIVSx-
tBh0vwgrnEAAYASAAEgLBJf
D_BwE

CS First Google

https://scratch.mit.edu/educators
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/editor/?tutorial=getStarted
https://resources.scratch.mit.edu/www/cards/en/scratch-cards-all.pdf
https://csfirst.withgoogle.com/en/home?gclid=EAIaIQobChMI25TPu9Ow5QIVSx-tBh0vwgrnEAAYASAAEgLBJfD_BwE






Cyber Security and Safety Materials

Cyberpatriot

https://ww
w.uscyberp
atriot.org/c
ompetition
/training-
materials

Hacker High School
http://www.hackerhighschool.org/less
ons.html

https://www.uscyberpatriot.org/competition/training-materials
http://www.hackerhighschool.org/lessons.html


FBI SAFE 
ONLINE 

SURFING
https://sos.fbi.g

ov/en/

http://Fhttps:/sos.fbi.gov/en/


Alice 3.0
Carnegie Mellon University

http://www.alice.org/get-alice/alice-3/

http://www.alice.org/get-alice/alice-3/


TEALS
https://www.mic
rosoft.com/en-

us/teals

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/teals


Crunchzilla 
Coding Games

http://www.crunchzilla.com/

http://www.crunchzilla.com/


Microsoft 
Coding for 

Kids!!!

https://smallbasic-publicwebsite.azurewebsites.net/tutorials

https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/Small-Basic-Blog/Microsoft-Coding-for-Kids/ba-p/337985
https://smallbasic-publicwebsite.azurewebsites.net/tutorials


•https://tech
community.
microsoft.co
m/t5/Small-
Basic-
Blog/Micros
oft-Coding-
for-Kids/ba-
p/337985

https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/Small-Basic-Blog/Microsoft-Coding-for-Kids/ba-p/337985


KODU 
GAME LAB

https://www.kodugamelab.com/r
esources/

https://www.kodugamelab.com/resources/


Bee Puzzles

Bee Loops
https://studio.code.org/s/course2/st
age/8/puzzle/1

Bee Conditionals 
https://studio.code.org/s/course3/st
age/7/puzzle/1

https://studio.code.org/s/course2/stage/8/puzzle/1
https://studio.code.org/s/course3/stage/7/puzzle/1


Khan 
Academy 
Computer 

Programming

https://www.khanacademy.o
rg/computing/computer-

programming

https://www.khanacademy.org/computing/computer-programming


High School Code.org

• https://code.org/educate/curriculum/high-school

https://code.org/educate/curriculum/high-school


Carnegie 
Mellon CS 
Academy

https://academy.cs.cmu.edu/n
otes/421

https://academy.cs.cmu.edu/notes/421




Understanding What is Inside Your Computer and 
How it Works
• https://edu.gcfglobal.org/en/computerbasics/inside-a-computer/1/

• Internal Parts of a Computer

https://itstillworks.com/internal-parts-computer-1017.html

• https://sites.jmu.edu/103oconnor-16/introduction-to-basic-c

• omputer-components-and-functions/

• What's inside my computer?

https://computer.howstuffworks.com/inside-computer.htm

1B-CS-01
Describe how internal and external parts of computing devices function to form a 

system. (P. 7.2) 

https://sites.jmu.edu/103oconnor-16/introduction-to-basic-computer-components-and-functions/
https://edu.gcfglobal.org/en/computerbasics/inside-a-computer/1/
https://itstillworks.com/internal-parts-computer-1017.html
https://sites.jmu.edu/103oconnor-16/introduction-to-basic-computer-components-and-functions/
https://sites.jmu.edu/103oconnor-16/introduction-to-basic-computer-components-and-functions/
https://computer.howstuffworks.com/inside-computer.htm


Motherboard

• The motherboard is the main circuit board that 
all other computer components either sit in or 
are connected to. The motherboard type will 
determine what kind of processor and memory 
chips can be installed on the computer, along 
with what kind of external connections, such 
as USB, are natively supported. 
Some motherboards also will include onboard 
video and sound, removing the need 
for expansion cards.

• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Motherboard

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Motherboard




Central Processing Unit (CPU)
Processor: The hardware within a computer or device that executes a program. The CPU 
(central processing unit) is often referred to as the brain of a computer.  

• The processor is probably the most important internal 
part of your computer, as it is where almost all of the 
computations required to run the computer take place. 
The processor sits inside of a small socket near the 
middle of the motherboard, and on top of executing 
code for your programs, it also controls how the 
other computer components communicate and operate. 
The processor's power is measured in megahertz, and 
more recently gigahertz, with a higher number 
representing more processing power.

• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Central_processing_unit

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Central_processing_unit


RAM

• When the processor needs information for a 
particular program or task, it first loads that 
data into random access memory. or RAM. 
RAM is short-term memory, meaning that it 
gets wiped out every time the computer loses 
power or gets reset, but its speed of access 
makes it ideal for being the computer's primary 
storage.



Hard Drive

• If RAM is one side of the computer's storage solution, 
the hard drive is the other. Instead of being fast-
accessed, short-term storage, hard drives are slowly 
accessed, long-term storage. Any file or piece of 
information that may be needed more than once is 
stored on the hard drive. When the processor needs a 
file or set of files to run a program, it copies them from 
the hard drive and loads those copies into RAM. Hard 
drive capacities are measured in gigabytes, or 
sometimes terabytes, with the larger numbers 
representing more capacity.

http://i.viglink.com/?key=535fb381c276aba2df16c56f4cdce13c&insertId=c757e75e494f4ab6&type=CD&exp=60:CI1C55A:15&libId=k2p2hylo01021li9000DAc183pa7b&loc=https://itstillworks.com/internal-parts-computer-1017.html&v=1&iid=c757e75e494f4ab6&opt=true&out=https://www.walmart.com/search/?query%3Dhard%2Bdrive&ref=https://www.google.com/&title=Internal%20Parts%20of%20a%20Computer%20|%20It%20Still%20Works&txt=%3cspan%3ehard%20%3c/span%3e%3cspan%3edrive%3c/span%3e


Video Card

• While some older motherboards have built-in 
video, most modern systems require a 
separate video card to output graphics. The 
pure computational power required to render 
modern graphics require a separate processor 
and cooling unit that is housed on this video 
card. The card itself is connected to the 
motherboard using an expansion slot.



Expansion Slots

• These slots sit near the back of the computer and allow you to 
install devices to upgrade the system. These devices, which look like 
cards that slide into these slots, can be used for audio, video, network 
capabilities, additional USB connections and more. Some slots, like an 
AGP slot, are used exclusively for video cards, but most of the slots on 
modern systems are generic PCI-X slots that are used for all cards.



Power Supply

The power supply is generally located in one corner of 
the back side of your computer case. On the side that 
faces out of the computer it has a single plug for 
your power cable and openings for the cooling fan. On 
the side that faces the inside of the system it has a set 
of power wires that you use to supply power to all the 
computer's internal devices. Some devices, like RAM 
or small expansion cards, get enough power through 
the motherboard so they don't need a direct 
connection to the power supply, but most 
other device do need to be plugged into one of these 
wires to operate.



Heat Sink

A heat sink is an object that disperses heat from 
another object. They're most commonly used in 
computers, but are also found in cell phones, DVD 
players and even refrigerators. In computers, a heat 
sink is an attachment for a chip that prevents the chip 
from overheating and, in modern computers, it's as 
important as any other component.

https://computer.howstuffworks.com/heat-sink.htm

https://electronics.howstuffworks.com/cell-phone.htm
https://computer.howstuffworks.com/heat-sink.htm


Computer 
Networking 

Playlist

https://www.youtube.com/playli
st?list=PL6gx4Cwl9DGBpuvPW0a

Ha7mKdn_k9SPKO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wVxV7MR8DKc

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL6gx4Cwl9DGBpuvPW0aHa7mKdn_k9SPKO
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wVxV7MR8DKc


https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=EWTJKcg7Pj8

Local area network facts for kids
https://kids.kiddle.co/Local_area_network

It is possible to connect a number of 

computers and other electronic devices to 

create a computer network. The 

computers and devices which are part of 

the network can "talk" to each other and 

exchange information. In addition to the 

computers and devices which are 

connected, other devices are often needed 
for the network to work correctly.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EWTJKcg7Pj8
https://kids.kiddle.co/Local_area_network


What is a packet?
https://computer.howstuffworks.com/question525.htm

A data packet is a unit of data 
made into a single package that 
travels along a given network path. 
Data packets are used in Internet 
Protocol (IP) transmissions for data 
that navigates the Web, and in 
other kinds of networks.

https://computer.howstuffworks.com/question525.htm


Packets

• On the Internet, the network breaks an 
e-mail message into parts of a certain 
size in bytes. These are the packets. Each 
packet carries the information that will 
help it get to its destination -- the 
sender's IP address, the intended 
receiver's IP address, something that 
tells the network how many packets this 
e-mail message has been broken into 
and the number of this particular 
packet. The packets carry the data in the 
protocols that the Internet uses: 
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet 
Protocol (TCP/IP). Each packet contains 
part of the body of your message. A 
typical packet contains perhaps 1,000 or 
1,500 bytes.

https://computer.howstuffworks.com/bytes.htm
https://computer.howstuffworks.com/internet/basics/what-is-an-ip-address.htm

